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“You%can't%always%heal%your%heart%with%your%
head.%I've%worked%in%social%jusEce%long%enough,%
that%I%don't%have%any%cogniEve%problems%with%
what%happened.%I%know%it's%not%my%fault%and%I%
know%I'm%not%alone.%No%one%has%to%tell%me%that.%%
%
But%even%when%you%know%that%in%your%mind,%it's%
hard%to%know,%to%feel%that%truth%in%your%body.%
Working%through%art%accesses%a%different%part%of%
your%healing%process%that%you%can't%always%
reach%through%words%alone.”%%%

N%Emily%Sha,%Chicago%

“As%a%survivor%I%am%not%what%is%broken—what%is%
broken%is%this%culture.%%As%a%survivor%I%am%not%what%
needs%to%change%and%adapt,%I%am%not%what%caused%
the%violence.%But%when%you%look%at%our%models%for%
responding%to%violence%they%are%all%about%making%
the%survivor%feel%beTer,%more%resilient.%What%
needs%to%change%is%our%culture.%%We%need%more%
models%for%healing%that%including%healing%what%is%
fundamentally%broken:%our%culture%of%rape.%I%can’t%
change%what%happened%to%me%but%I%can%change%the%
culture%that%created%my%abuse.”%
%

NRebecca%Nagle%
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%
“What%I%love%about%the%whole%project%is%the%narraEve%of%control%by%
survivors.%The%diversity%of%the%stories%on%the%quilt%show%how%rape%affects%
all%people%in%different%ways.%
%
When%rape%vicEms%are%discussed%in%a%nonNblaming%manner,%they%are%
generally%young,%heterosexual%White%women.%The%quilt%squares%are%made%
by%male%vicEms%of%sexual%assault,%people%vicEmized%by%family%members,%
partners%abused%by%their%inEmate%spouses,%and%other%people%we%don’t%
o\en%see%discussed%in%media%tell%an%uncomfortable%truth.%Recognizing%
these%stories%is%one%huge%step%towards%ending%rape.”%

NMel%Keller,%BalEmore%
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HOSTING%A%
WORKSHOP%

Ge#ng&prepared&and&set&up.&
%N%find%a%space%
%N%invite%parEcipants%
%N%find%a%coNfacilitator,%or%two%

%

Coming&into&the&space:&&
Introduce%the%Monument%Quilt%
Establish%ground%rules%
Emphasize%self%care,%including%
poinEng%out%break%areas.%
%
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%
Consider%facilitaEng%a%warm%up%
acEvity%if%you%are%hosEng%a%
longer%term%workshop.%These%
can%be%on%smaller%quilt%squares,%
on%paper,%or%used%in%discussion.%
These%can%be%really%helpful%if%
you’re%working%with%a%group%
that%isn’t%sure%where%to%begin%in%
telling%their%story.%%
%
Try%using%these%prompts,%
parEcularly%with%groups%where%
everyone%may%not%be%a%survivor.%
%
I%survived%by…%
A%survivor%is…%%
How%to%support%a%survivor…%
%
%

Quilts%can%be%made%with%wriEng%with%
sharpie,%sewing%or%painEng.%Stay%within%
your%comfort%and%skill%level!%%
%
And%make%sure%people%know%they%don’t%
have%to%finish%in%one%day.%Try%to%schedule%a%
Eme%when%people%can%drop%finished%quilts%
off.%
%
And&please&no&puffy&paint,&washable&
marker,&hot&glue&or&paper!&

Closure:&You%can%build%in%Eme%for%everyone%to%share%their%quilts.%%You%can%also%ask%a%
quesEon%to%the%group%such%as%“what%did%it%feel%like%to%make%your%square,”%which%gives%
people%room%to%talk%as%much%or%as%liTle%about%their%story%as%they%need%to.%
%
If%you%are%hosEng%a%drop%in%workshop,%consider%inviEng%parEcipants%to%ask%one%person%
witness%their%quilt%before%leaving%the%space.%

FORCE is partnering with researchers at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro and East 
Carolina University to learn more about participants’ experiences in quilt workshops. We hope 
you’ll o!er a"endees to your workshop the option of completing the Evaluation Form. You can 
review the forms before submi"ing, which may be helpful if you do additional workshops. 

Here are some tips for doing the evaluation, and
how to submit the completed forms to FORCE:

Thank you for participating in this 
workshop! Would you like to share 
feedback about your experiences in the 
workshop? 

FORCE is partnering with researchers 
at The University of North Carolina 
at Greensboro (Dr. Christine Murray) 
and East Carolina University (Dr. 
Allison Crowe) on research to evaluate 
these workshops and learn about the 
experiences of participants. You are 
eligible to participate in this study 
if (a) you have completed a FORCE 
Monument Quilt Quilting Workshop, 
(b) you are at least 18 years old, and 
(c) you are able to participate in a 
survey written in the English language.

If you agree to participate, you will be 
asked to complete a brief questionnaire 
about your experiences with the 
Quilting workshop, which we estimate 
will take about 10-15 minutes to 
complete. There is no compensation for 
participating in this study.

In order to participate, please complete 
the surveys, which I will hand out to 
anyone interested now. If you have any 
questions, please contact Dr. Christine 
Murray at cemurray@uncg.edu for more 
information. 

ABOUT THE MONUMENT QUILTING 
WORKSHOPS EVALUATION

Prepare enough paper copies of the Informed Consent 
document and the Evaluation Form for every participant. 
An electronic version of the survey is available, too (but 
with the electronic version, you would not have access to 
your participants’ feedback before they submit it). You can 
access the online version here: h!ps://uncg.qualtrics.com/
SE/?SID=SV_0wRBIchWRwFUB6t 

At the end of the workshops, leave approximately 10-15 
minutes for participants to complete the Evaluation 
Forms. Provide pens or pencils for participants to use. 
Please read the following script to participants to invite 
them to participate. Note that completing the survey is 
completely optional.

The Evaluation Forms are anonymous. Instruct 
participants to not include their names or any other 
identifying information on the forms.

Participants will submit their completed Evaluation Forms 
to the facilitators in a folder or envelope before they leave. 
Provide an envelope or folder for this purpose. Do not look 
at the Evaluation Forms until a!er all participants have 
le! the premises.

We recommend that facilitators make a hard copy of the 
completed Evaluation Forms from your workshops, and 
then mail one set of the copies of completed Evaluation 
Forms into FORCE along with completed quilts. FORCE 
will then mail these paper copies to the researchers. 
Please mail your completed forms to this address:                         
2315 Homewood Ave, Baltimore, MD 21218.

INFORMATION FOR FACILITATORS
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Tools%Available%Online% SELF&CARE!&
If%you%are%planning%on%hosEng%a%workshop,%make%sure%you%also%plan%how%you%are%going%to%
take%care%of%yourself.%
%
What%is%something%nice%that%you%have%done%for%yourself%recently?%

AdapDng&the&workshop&to&your&community.&
%
Some%things%to%ask%yourself:%
Who%is%your%workshop%for?%%
%
Do%the%aTendees%already%know%each%other?%%%
%
Will%the%group%meet%once%or%mulEple%Emes?%%%
%
Is%the%workshop%an%intenEonal%space%for%a%certain%
group%of%people%like%LGBTQ%survivors,%teens,%Women%
of%Color,%or%male%survivors?%
%
Have%the%survivors%in%the%group%already%shared%their%
stories%or%will%some%be%sharing%their%stories%for%the%
first%Eme?%

Examples%of%different%workshop%adaptaEons…%

VIP%Mujers,%women’s%support%group&

VIP%MUJERES%WOMEN’S%SUPPORT%GROUP%
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White%Buffalo%Calf%Woman%Society% Kennedy%Krieger%Family%Center%

ReflecEon:%
Who%is%your%workshop%for?%%What%language,%structure%or%acEviEes%do%you%
think%will%help%the%group%in%their%healing%process?% %%Q&A%

Upse#ngRapeCulture.com&
&
TheMonumentQuilt.org&


